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           Editing Practice #17 

        (Double Negatives) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

     1. kim didnt know nothing about nebulas until she study Astronomy in shcool 

     _____________________________________________________________________________ 

     2. the material clumps together to form stars and planets its not a quick process neither 

   _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #18                    Date __________ 

        (Wordiness) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. shin-kicking is an historically traditional english sport originates in england during the early 1600’s 

   _______________________________________________________________________________ 

   2. modern contestents use soft shues and padded pants to reduce pain and painful injurys 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

        

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #19                    Date __________ 

        (Avoid Comma Splices) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

 1. in 1789 christian fletcher led a famous ship mutiny, they sailed to pitcairn and burn there ship    

   _____________________________________________________________________________ 

     2. a few tourist visit the island, they brang much needed income too the Pitcairn Economy 

   _____________________________________________________________________________ 

    
 

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #20                    Date __________ 

        (Title of Works) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1.  alexa want to help and notify her Friends at the television show animal earth? 

       _____________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  bedtime for bonzo, staring President reagan and a chimp, was a populer movie in 1951 

       _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 



 

 

ANSWER KEY 
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              Editing Practice #17 

        (Double Negatives) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

     1. kim didnt know nothing about nebulas until she study Astronomy in shcool 

         Kim didn’t know anything about nebulas until she studied astronomy in school. 

     2. the material clumps together to form stars and planets its not a quick process neither 

         The material clumps together to form stars and planets. It’s not a quick process either.  

 
 
 
 

      Editing Practice #18 

(Wordiness) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. shin-kicking is an historically traditional english sport originates in england during the early 1600’s 

    Shin-kicking is a traditional English sport originating in the early 1600’s. 

2. modern contestents use soft shues and padded pants to reduce pain and painful injurys 

     Modern contestants use soft shoes and padded pants to reduce pain and injuries. 

 

 

 

 Editing Practice #19   

        (Avoid Comma Splices) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. in 1789 christian fletcher led a famous ship mutiny, they sailed to pitcairn and burn there ship    

     In 1789 Christian Fletcher led a famous ship mutiny. They sailed to Pitcairn and burned their ship.    

2. a few tourist visit the island, they brang much needed income too the Pitcairn Economy 

    A few tourists visit the island; they bring much needed income to the Pitcairn economy. 

 
 

   

 

 

 Editing Practice #20   

        (Title of Works) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1.  alexa want to help and notify her Friends at the television show animal earth? 

      Alexa wanted to help and notified her friends at the television show Animal Earth. 

2.  bedtime for bonzo, staring President reagan and a chimp, was a populer movie in 1951 

     Bedtime for Bonzo, starring President Reagan and a chimp, was a popular movie in 1951. 

 


